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FROBLE~l 
This is a problem suggested by Dr. H. 11. Haynes. 
The problem involves setting up an index score for the 
accorr:modative findings in the Pacific University analyti-
cal r ou t ine . 
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f'ROCEDURES 
The cases used in this thesis have been selected 
froffi the Pacific University Optometric Clinic files. 
rhe first 129 cases selected, meeting the following 
criteria, were used: 
1. Sphere not more than 2.00 D. 
2. Anise not over .75 D (.87 or more rejected). 
1 
). Cylinder not over .75 D (.87 or more rejected). 
4. V/A must be 20/20 or better 't-Tith Rx, each eye. 
5· No V.T. cases unless findings taken one year 
after training or prior to training. 
6. No strabismics past or present. 
7. No amblyo pes. 
8~ No pathology cases or cases with a pathological 
history. 
9· Age limits--15 to 35 years. 
10. No cases where #11 is over 14 (15 or more rejected). 
11. lJ,:ust be able to determine #20 and 21 gross. 
The procedures involved setting up score values from 
one to four determined by the number of probable errors 
on each side of the mean for each finding. For a score 
value of three, the finding must be vvithin one probable 
error on either side of the expected. For a score value 
of tv10, the finding must lie within two probable errors 
on each side of the expected. Findings given a value of 
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four >-tere done so only ~<:here an excessively high finding 
indicates a superior visual function. Likewise, a value 
of zero was given lvhere the finding lies four probable 
errors or more from the expected. 
From these rc:>v scores, the index was derived by 
totaling all the scores and dividing this sum by the 
total possible score. 
The maximum score possible if all three responses 
is 30 :tJOints and v1itt. all four responses is 33 points. 
The number of three responses posaible is ten and the 
number of four responses is three. 
GR.AI-H NO. I -- FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF R.AV! SCORES 
This graph plots the points per case a gah:ist the 
number of cases to get a frequency distribution of the 
ralif scores • 
GRAI-HS II, III, I" v , " . , VI, AND VII -- l''REQ.USNCY OF ZERO 
.. SCCRE, FREQUJ:~CY 01'' SCORE o~··J E, F'REQUEl,iCY OF T',vo •s 
FER CAS E, JREQUENCY OF THREE 1 S :F'ER CASE, FHEQU::lliCY 
OF FOUR 13 FER CA::S, Fn.EQUENCY OF ~T 1 0 A v PER CASE 
These graphs show the frequency of each of the raw 
scores. (In other \"lOrds, how many cases one X was found, 
two X1s, three X1s, etc.) 
GRAPHS NO. VII I , IX, X, XI , .AND XII -- FREQUENCY OF THE 
DU'FCRENCE BETWEEN 20 Bl. & 21 Bl., FREQUENCY OF 
THE DIFFERENCE BETW~EI:·: 20 REG. & 21 REC., r'REQUE.i'JCY 
OF THE DIFFZRENCES BETvlEEN 14 B GROSS & 21 REC., 
FREQUENCY 0~"' THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 14 B GROSS 
I 
3 
& 20 RZC., FREQUENCY OF THE DIF?ERENCZ.S BET\1EEH 
5 & 4. 
This group cf graphs sho>-Ts the curves set up when 
the differences of the previously mentioned findings are 
plotted against the number of cases. (The statistical 
unalysis is given on each of these graphs.) 
GRAPH NO. XIII -- FRZQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THS INDEX 
SCORES 
Here, each of the index scores for each case is 
plotted against the number of' cases to show the distri-
bution of the index scores. 
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.A?fENDIX 
SEC.TION. V, RESEARCH Dli'I'l\ --- This section presented to 
Dr. Harold I-;. H~lynes jointly \·dth John Dumk1;1 and _ ~1a}t_ 
:EcCrum.,. 
